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Distance-regular Isometric Subgraphs of the Halved Cubes
S. V. SHPECTOROV
We classify distance-regular graphs that are isometrically embeddable into halved cube graphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A distance space is a set X endowed with a distance function d : X  X ! N. For two
distance spaces .X; dX / and .Y; dY /, and a mapping  : X ! Y , we say that  is an isometric
embedding if dY ..a/; .b// D dX .a; b/ for all a; b 2 X . If, in the above situation,  is given
just by X  Y , then we say that X is an isometric subspace of Y . Every graph can be considered
as a distance space—with respect to its path distance d. A graph 0 is called distance-regular if,
for vertices x; y 2 0 and integers i and j , the cardinality of fz 2 0 j d.x; z/ D i; d.y; z/ D jg
depends only on i; j and d.x; y/. For distance-regular graphs we employ the usual notation
for the parameters:
an D #fz 2 0 j d.x; z/ D n; d.y; z/ D 1g;
bn D #fz 2 0 j d.x; z/ D n C 1; d.y; z/ D 1g;
and
cn D #fz 2 0 j d.x; z/ D n − 1; d.y; z/ D 1g;
where x; y 2 0 are at distance n from each other. The halved cube graph 12 Q.n/ is the graph
defined on any of the two bipartite halves of the Hamming cube graph Q.n/. Adjacency in
1
2 Q.n/ is defined by being at distance 2 in Q.n/.
THEOREM 1. A distance-regular graph 1 is an isometric subgraph of a halved cube iff 1
is one of the following graphs: a complete graph; a halved cube; a Johnson graph, J .n; t/; a
Hamming graph, H.d; n/; a Doob graph; the icosahedron; a polygon; a doubled Odd graph;
the Petersen graph; or the dodecahedron.
For each of the listed graphs a suitable characterization is known, and the only thing we
have to do is to reduce the general situation to a number of previously considered cases. So,
what we actually prove is the following proposition. Recall that  D c2 denotes the number
of common neighbours of a pair of vertices at distance 2 from each other.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that 0 is a distance-regular isometric subgraph of a halved cube,
that is not a complete graph. Then at least one of the following holds:
(1)   2;
(2) 0 has valency  3;
(3) 0 is an isometric subgraph of a Hamming cube.
The case   2 was investigated in [2, Section 3.15] (with some corrections later on; cf. the
discussion in [4]). The trivalent distance regular graphs were determined in [1]. The remaining
case was considered in [3]. Checking those sources, one easily sees that Theorem 1 is indeed
a consequence of Proposition 2.
Notice that the present paper is, in a sense, a natural follow-up of the part of [3] in which
the distance-regular isometric subgraphs of Hamming cubes were classified; and that, in turn,
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our paper (or rather, the preprint it originated from) has a follow-up [4], where Theorem 1
is generalized to a classification of distance-regular graphs, the distance matrix of which has
only one positive eigenvalue.
We will prove Proposition 2 ad absurdum. So, in Sections 3–5 it is always assumed that
0 is a distance-regular isometric subgraph of a halved cube, of diameter at least 2, such that
 D 1, the valency of 0 is at least 4 and 0 is not an isometric subgraph of a Hamming cube.
Since  D 1, every edge of 0 is contained in exactly one maximal clique. In particular, every
maximal clique in 0 consists of C 2 vertices, where, as usual,  D a1 denotes the number of
3-cycles on an edge of 0.
Another paper related to our result is that of Seidel [5]. That paper classifies a class of
strongly regular graphs, containing, in particular, all of the strongly regular graphs isometrically
embeddable into halved cubes. Because of [5], we could have added the assumption that 0 has
diameter at least 3. In fact, the original variant of our proof relied on this stronger assumption
about the diameter of 0. Later on, it turned out that the use of [5] was inessential, and in the
present version of the proof the dependence on [5] is erased. Despite this, the author takes
this occasion gladly to acknowledge that J. J. Seidel’s visit and lectures in 1985 at the VNIISI
institute in Moscow started the author’s interest in the area of distance- and strongly regular
graphs, distance spaces and combinatorics in general.
2. PRELIMINARIES
It is convenient for us to define the n-dimensional Hamming cube Q.n/ D H.n; 2/, a direct
product of n cliques of size 2, as the graph the vertices of which are all the subsets of a set 
of cardinality n. Two subsets A and B are adjacent whenever the symmetric difference A1B
has cardinality 1. Thus, the halved cube 12 Q.n/ can be defined as the graph on the set of
all even size subsets of , two such subsets A and B being adjacent whenever jA1Bj D 2.
Because of this definition, we will use capital letters to denote the vertices of 12 Q.n/, as well
as of 0  12 Q.n/. It is easy to see that the distance between vertices A; B 2 12 Q.n/ is given
by
d.A; B/ D 1
2
jA1Bj:
When a graph 0 is isometrically embedded in 12 Q.n/, every edge AB of 0 gets a label
‘.AB/ D A1B, which is, by the definition of 12 Q.n/, a 2-element subset of . The main
property of this labelling is that, for any vertices A and B of 0 and for any path A D
A0 A1 : : : As D B, we have A1B D ‘.A0 A1/1‘.A1 A2/1 : : :1‘.As−1 As/.
We will need facts about embeddings of certain elementary graphs. We say that two edges
on a cycle 6 are opposite to each other if they are at the maximum distance in 6. In a cycle
of even length 2k the maximum distance between edges is k − 1, and every edge has exactly
one opposite edge. In a cycle of odd length 2k C 1, the maximum distance between edges
is again k − 1; every edge in this case has two opposite edges. We say that a path in 0 is
geodetic if it is one of the shortest paths joining its ends. Vertices on a geodetic path induce
an isometric subgraph isometric to the string graph.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that 0 is an isometric subgraph of a halved cube.
(1) Let γ be a geodetic path in 0. Then the labels along γ are pairwise disjoint.
(2) Let 6 be an isometric subgraph of 0, isomorphic to a cycle:
(2e) If the cycle6 has an even length, then, for two different edges AB and C D on6, we
have ‘.AB/ D ‘.C D/, if the edges are opposite to each other, and ‘.AB/\‘.C D/ D
;, otherwise.
(2o) If 6 has an odd length, then, for two different edges AB and C D on 6, we have
that j‘.AB/\‘.C D/j D 1, if the edges are opposite to each other, and 0, otherwise.
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PROOF. If γ D A0 A1 : : : As is a geodetic path in 0, then d0.A0 As/ D s, which means that
A01As should have cardinality 2s. Since this set is equal to ‘.A0 A1/1 : : :1‘.As−1 As/, the
first claim follows. If 6 is an isometric cycle in 0 and AB and C D are two edges on 6,
that are not opposite to each other, then these edges belong to a geodetic path and, by (1),
the labels ‘.AB/ and ‘.C D/ are disjoint. Now consider the case of opposite edges. Let
6 D A0 A1 : : : As−1 A0, where s D 2k, or 2k C 1. Let AB D A0 A1 and C D D Ak AkC1. Then
A01AkC1 D .A01Ak/1‘.Ak AkC1/. But jA01Ak j D 2d.A0; Ak/ D 2k and jA01AkC1j D
2d.A0; AkC1/ D 2.k−/, where  D 0, if s is odd, and 1, if s is even. As ‘.Ak AkC1/ is disjoint
from A11Ak by (1), we finally establish that ‘.A0 A1/\‘.Ak AkC1/ D .A01Ak/\‘.Ak AkC1/ D
1 or 2, depending on whether s is odd or even. 2
Notice our use of language with regard to Lemma 2.1(2): when we want to use this assertion,
we first need to establish an isometric subgraph in 0, isomorphic to a cycle. Naturally, we
start with a closed path, that is, a path the end vertices of which coincide. We say that a path
γ D A0 A1 : : : As is degenerate around Ai (with 0 < i < s) if Ai−1 D AiC1 (this is called a
return), or Ai−1 is adjacent to AiC1. A path is called degenerate if it is degenerate around at
least one vertex, and non-degenerate otherwise. For a non-degenerate closed path (i.e. when
As D A0) we also require that it be non-degenerate around the end vertex A0, i.e. we require
that A1 6D As−1 and A1 be non-adjacent to As−1.
The property of being non-degenerate can be nicely interpreted in terms of the vertex-clique
geometry of 0. Consider the geometry G the points of which are all the vertices of 0 and the
lines of which are all the maximal cliques of 0. As we have already noted,  D 1 implies
that every edge is contained in a unique maximal clique. Therefore, every path of length s
(s-path) in 0 can be understood as a certain path of length 2s in the incidence graph of G.
The condition of non-degeneracy means then that every two consecutive edges on the path γ
belong to different maximal clique. That is, a non-degenerate (closed) s-path in 0 corresponds
to a (closed) 2s-path in the incidence graph of G without returns!
We will refer to a closed path γ as to a cycle if the vertices on γ do actually induce a
subgraph isomorphic to a cycle. The ultimate case of a cycle is when it is isometric, i.e. when
the distance along the cycle coincides with the distance in 0. Every cycle of length  3 is
clearly non-degenerate.
Our proof of Proposition 2 splits naturally into cases depending on the value of the geometric
girth g of 0. The geometric girth is defined as half the usual girth (the minimum length of a
cycle) of the incidence graph of the vertex-clique geometry G. It can be easily shown that g
equals to the minimum length of a non-degenerate closed path in 0, as well as the minimum
length of a cycle in 0, other than a triangle.
We will frequently consider closed paths in 0 of lengths up to g. The following lemma
gives a simple criterion for such a closed path to induce an isometric cycle in 0 (it then has
to have length exactly g).
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that a closed path γ D A0 : : : At−1 A0 of length t  g contains a
non-degenerate subpath  of length s > t=2. Then γ is an isometric cycle in 0. In particular,
t D g.
PROOF. Suppose wrong and assume that t , the length of γ , is minimal. Since γ is not an
isometric cycle, there exist vertices A and B on γ such that d0.A; B/ is less than the distance
along γ . Pick such a pair at a minimum distance d0.A; B/. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that A D A0 is the starting point of γ and that B D As . (We then have to allow
the non-degenerate subpath  to pass through A.)
Choose a shortest path AC : : : DB joining A and B. Define closed paths γ1 D AA1 : : : As−1
B D : : :C A and γ2 D AAt−1 : : : AsC1 B D : : :C A, each having length strictly less than t  g.
Consider how  can lie inside γ .
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If neither A, or B is on . Then  is fully inside some γi . By the minimality of γ , that γi
must be isometric and have length g; a contradiction, since its length is less than t . If both A
and B are on  then  contains γ \ γi for some i . This part of γi is non-degenerate and has
length more than half the length of γi . Therefore, we again obtain a contradiction with the
minimality of γ .
Finally, suppose that exactly one of A and B is on . Without loss of generality, B is on .
For i D 1 or 2,  \ γi has length more than half the length of γ \ γi . Fix this i . If D
is non-adjacent to the other neighbour E (E is As−1 or AsC1) of B on γi , then AC : : : DB
followed by  \ γi is a non-degenerate subpath of γi . (Indeed, AC : : : DB and  \ γi are
non-degenerate; D is not equal to E by minimality of the pair .A; B/; also, D and E are
non-adjacent by assumption.) Clearly, this subpath has length more than half the length of γi ;
again a contradiction. It remains to consider the case in which D is adjacent to E . Suppose that
 \ γi starts as B E F : : :. Notice that the length of  \ γi is at least 2 and that E 6D A since A
is not on . Consider the closed path γ 0i obtained by eliminating B (E directly follows D),
and its subpath  that is AC : : : DE followed by the rest of  \ γi , starting with E F : : :. We
claim that  is non-degenerate. Clearly, AC : : : D and E F : : : are such. We also have F 6D D,
since F and B are both on  and  is non-degenerate. If F is adjacent to D, then the two
2-paths F E B and F DB join F with B; a contradiction with  D 1. Let G be the vertex that
precedes D on AC : : : DB. If E D G, then G is adjacent with B, contrary to the fact that
AC : : : DB is a shortest path. If E is adjacent to G, then the two 2-paths G DB and G E B
contradict  D 1. This completes the proof that  is non-degenerate. Clearly, the length of 
is greater than half the length of γ 0i . This is a final contradiction. 2
Let g D 2k or 2k C 1 for an integer k. Then Lemma 2.2 implies that every non-degenerate
s-path in 0 with s  k is geodetic. Indeed, if not, the path is part of a closed path of length
less than 2s and Lemma 2.2 implies a contradiction.
LEMMA 2.3. For 1  i  k−1, ci D 1 and ai D . Equivalently, if d.A; B/ D i , then there
is a unique neighbour C of B such that d.A;C/ D i − 1. Moreover, if D is a vertex adjacent
to B with d.A; D/ D i , then necessarily D is adjacent to C .
PROOF. Suppose wrong and let 1  i  k be minimal such that the conclusion of the lemma
fails. Clearly, i  2. Pick vertices A and B with d.A; B/ D i and let AA1 : : : Ai−1 B be a
shortest path between A and B. If ci > 1, then there is a vertex C 6D Ai−1 such that C is
adjacent to B and d.A;C/ D i − 1. The path AA1 : : : BC is not geodetic; hence it must be
degenerate and, clearly, the degeneration must be around B. More particularly, C must be
adjacent to Ai−1. By minimality of i , we have ci−1 D 1 and ai−1 D . This means that if C is
adjacent to Ai−1, then C is also adjacent to Ai−2. However, this contradicts to  D 1 for the
pair .Ai−2; B/. Thus ci D 1. If ai 6D , then ai > . Therefore, there exists a vertex D such
that d.A; D/ D i; D is adjacent to B and D is not adjacent to Ai−1. However, this means that
AA1 : : : Ai−1 B D is a non-degenerate path. Again we achieve a contradiction, since the path
is not geodetic. 2
LEMMA 2.4. Every non-degenerate s-path with s  k is contained in an isometric g-cycle.
PROOF. It suffices to consider the case s D k. Let A0 A1 : : : Ak be a non-degenerate k-path.
By the comment after Lemma 2.2, this path is geodetic, i.e. d.A0; Ak/ D k. Since isometric
g-cycles exist in 0 and since 0 is distance-regular, we have that ck > 1, if g D 2k, or ak > ,
if g D 2k C 1. Now we adapt an argument from Lemma 2.3. If ck > 1, there is a vertex
C 6D Ak−1, adjacent to Ak and at distance k − 1 from A. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3,
the path A0 A1 : : : AkC is non-degenerate (C is non-adjacent to Ak−1 by Lemma 2.3 and since
 D 1). This path is, clearly, part of a closed 2k-path. By Lemma 2.2, this closed path is
isometric and 2k D g. Similarly, when g D 2k C 1 and ak > , we pick a vertex D such that
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d.A0; D/ D k, D is adjacent to Ak and D is not adjacent to Ak−1. With this we construct
a closed g-path containing the non-degenerate subpath A0 : : : Ak D. Again, it follows from
Lemma 2.2 that the closed g-path we constructed is isometric. 2
3. EVEN GEOMETRIC GIRTH
Suppose that the geometric girth g of 0 is even; namely, g D 2k.
LEMMA 3.1.  D 0.
PROOF. Suppose that 0 contains 3-cycles. Choose two non-degenerate k-paths A0 : : : Ak−1 Ak
and A0 : : : Ak−1 A0k with Ak and A
0
k adjacent. By Lemma 2.4, we extend our two paths to iso-
metric g-cycles A0 A1 : : : Ak AkC1 : : : A2k−1 A0 and A0 A1 : : : Ak−1 A0k A
0
kC1 : : : A
0
2k−1 A0.
By Lemma 2.1(2e), ‘.Ak AkC1/ D ‘.A0 A1/ D ‘.A0k A0kC1/. Clearly, neither AkC1 D A0k , nor
A0kC1 D Ak . Finally, AkC11A0kC1 D ‘.Ak AkC1/1‘.Ak A0k/1‘.A0k A0kC1/ D ‘.Ak A0k/ shows
that AkC1 and A0kC1 are adjacent; that is, γ D Ak AkC1 A0kC1 A0k Ak is a closed 4-path with no
returns. Since  D 1, γ is contained in a clique. However, in that case A0k is adjacent to AkC1.
Since it is also adjacent to Ak−1, we have two vertices, Ak and A0k , adjacent to both Ak−1
and AkC1. As Ak−1 and AkC1 are on an isometric g-cycle, d.Ak−1; AkC1/ D 2, and we obtain
a contradiction with  D 1. 2
Notice that in the absence of 3-cycles, any path without returns is non-degenerate.
LEMMA 3.2. g D 6.
PROOF. Pick non-degenerate paths A0 A1 : : : Ak−1 Ak and A0 A1 : : : Ak−1 A0k ; this time with
Ak and A0k non-adjacent. By Lemma 2.4, extend them to isometric g-cycles A0 A1 : : : Ak−1
Ak AkC1 : : : and A0 A1 : : : Ak−1 A0k A
0
kC1 : : :, respectively. As above, Lemma 2.1(2e) implies that
‘.Ak AkC1/ D ‘.A0 A1/ D ‘.A0k A0kC1/. Therefore, AkC11A0kC1 D ‘.Ak AkC1/1.Ak1A0k/1
‘.A0k A
0
kC1/ D Ak1A0k . This gives us d.AkC1; A0kC1/ D d.Ak; A0k/ D 2. Thus, there exists a
closed 6-path γ D Ak−1 Ak AkC1 X A0kC1 A0k Ak−1. As AkC1 Ak Ak−1 A0k A0kC1 has no returns, this
subpath is non-degenerate. Lemma 2.2 now implies that γ is isometric and g D 6. 2
LEMMA 3.3. 0 is isometrically embeddable into a Hamming cube graph.
PROOF. Choose an edge AB. The first step is to prove that every label already appears on
an edge containing A or B. Let C D be an edge of 0 and let s be the distance between AB
and C D. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d.A;C/ D s. If s D 0, then there is
nothing to prove; otherwise, choose a shortest path AA1 : : : As−1C between A and C . Choose
a 3-path γ D X0 : : : X3 using the following rule. If s D 1, then γ D DC AB. If s > 1,
then γ D DC As−1 As−2. By Lemma 3.1, this path is non-degenerate, and Lemma 2.4 implies
that γ can be extended to an isometric 6-cycle. Lemma 2.1(2e) now implies that there is an
edge on X3, having the label ‘.C D/. Since X3 is closer to AB than C is, our first claim
follows by induction.
As k D 3 and there is no 3-cycles, every two edges in the neighbourhood of AB belong to
a geodetic path. It follows from Lemma 2.1(1) that any two labels in 0 are either equal, or
disjoint.
Let 1 be the set of labels. Pick an arbitrary vertex A in 0. For a vertex X 2 0 and a
shortest path AA1 : : : As−1 X , we have that A1X D ‘.AA1/ [    [ ‘.As−1 X/. Moreover, as
different labels are disjoint, this decomposition of A1X as a union of labels is unique. This
gives a mapping (X is mapped to the set of labels decomposing A1X ) from the vertex set
of 0 to the set of subsets 1. It is immediate that this mapping is an isometric embedding of 0
into the Hamming cube defined by 1. 2
Lemma 3.3 contradicts our initial assumptions about 0; hence it proves that the geometric
girth g cannot be even.
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4. ODD GEOMETRIC GIRTH, I
As a result of the preceding section, we know that the geometric girth g is odd; hence
g D 2k C 1 for some k  2. In this section, Lemma 4.1 through Corollary 4.6 will be proved
under the additional assumption that 0 contains two isometric g-cycles sharing a common
k-path. Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8 are the main results of this section, and they will be
applied later in Sections 5 and 6 repeatedly.
LEMMA 4.1. g D 5.
PROOF. Let γ D A0 A1 : : : Ar ArC1 : : : and γ 0 D A0 A1 : : : Ar A0rC1 : : : be isometric g-cycles,
and r  k. We assume that the common subpath A0 A1 : : : Ar is maximal; that is, ArC1 6D A0rC1
and Ag−1 6D A0g−1.
Consider the closed path  D Ar : : : Ag−1 A0 A0g−1 : : : A0rC1 Ar . Clearly,  has no returns.
Moreover, if ArC1 is non-adjacent to A0rC1 and Ag−1 is non-adjacent to A0g−1, then  is non-
degenerate. By Lemma 2.2, the length of , 2g − 2r , is at least g. This implies r D k.
If ArC1 is adjacent to A0rC1 or Ag−1 is adjacent to A0g−1, then we modify  by letting ArC1
immediately follow A0rC1 and/or A
0
g−1 immediately follow Ag−1. We claim that the new closed
path 0 is non-degenerate. First of all, since  D 1, we have g − r  3. Hence the length
of 0 is at least 4. A degeneration on 0 can only be around the vertices ArC1; A0rC1; Ag−1 or
A0g−1. By symmetry, it suffices to consider only one of those cases, say, ArC1. So, suppose
ArC1 is adjacent to A0rC1; hence ArC1 follows A0rC1 on 0. We have that ArC1 6D A0rC1 since
d.Ar ; ArC2/ D 2. Also, d.Ar ; ArC2/ D 2 and  D 1 imply that ArC2 is not adjacent to A0rC2.
Hence 0 is non-degenerate around ArC1, and it must be non-degenerate around the other three
points, too. Thus, 0 is non-degenerate. Since the length of 0 is less than 2g− 2r , Lemma 2.2
implies that the length of 0 is at least g. This leaves r D k as the only possibility. It also
follows that 0 cannot avoid both A0 and Ar D Ak at the same time, as its length cannot be
2g − 2r − 2 D 2k < g. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A0 is on 0; that is,
Ag−1 is not adjacent to A0g−1.
Let ‘.Ak−1 Ak/ D fi; jg. The edges A0 Ag−1 and Ak−1 Ak are opposite in γ . By Lemma
2.1(2o), either i , or j is contained in ‘.A0 Ag−1/. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that i 2 ‘.A0 Ag−1/. Since Ak−1 Ak is also opposite to A0 A0g−1 and A0g−1 A0g−2 in γ 0, we have
that i 2 ‘.A0 A0g−1/[‘.A0g−1 A0g−2/. Therefore, i repeats along the path  D Ag−1 A0 A0g−1 A0g−2
and hence d.Ag−1; A0g−2/  2. The 3-path  is non-degenerate (recall that we assumed
that Ag−1 is not adjacent to A0g−1!) and it is part of a closed 5-path. By Lemma 2,2, this
5-path is isometric and hence g D 5. 2
In the following series of lemmas, we assume that g D 5 and that γ1 D ABC DE A and
γ2 D ABC FG A are two isometric 5-cycles sharing the 2-path ABC . We also showed in the
proof of Lemma 4.1 that D 6D F and E 6D G. Moreover, we cannot have that D is adjacent
to F and E is adjacent to G at the same time. Without loss of generality, we assume that D is
not adjacent to F ; that is, d.D; F/ D 2. We first annihilate the case in which E is not adjacent
to G either.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that d.E;G/ D 2. Then the geodetic closure of the vertices A, B, C ,
D, E , F and G is isomorphic to the Petersen graph.
PROOF. We will multiply use Lemma 2.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that ‘.AB/ D f1; 2g, ‘.BC/ D f3; 4g and ‘.DE/ D f2; 4g (since DE is opposite to both
AB and BC). The edge C D is opposite to AB; hence 1 2 ‘.C D/. Similarly, 3 2 ‘.AE/.
To finish labelling of γ1 we need one more symbol, say, 5. We have ‘.C D/ D f1; 5g and
‘.AE/ D f3; 5g.
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Now consider labels on γ2. The edge BC is opposite to AG and FG. As d.E;G/ D 2,
we have that 3 62 ‘.AG/. Hence 3 2 ‘.FG/ and 4 2 ‘.AG/. Symmetrically, 2 2 ‘.C F/ and
1 2 ‘.FG/. Once again, we need a new symbol; we choose 6 and finally obtain the labelling
shown in Figure 1.
We now utilize the known labels. As jD1Gj D ‘.DE/1‘.AE/1‘.AG/ has cardinality 4,
we obtain d.D;G/ D 2. Let H be the only common neighbour of D and G. Clearly, it is a new
vertex and we can compute the labels ‘.DH/ and ‘.G H/. Namely, in the 5-cycle AE DH G A
the edge DH is opposite to AE and AG. hence ‘.DH/  ‘.AE/ [ ‘.AG/ D f3; 4; 5; 6g.
On the other hand, in the 5-cycle C DH G FC the same edge DH is opposite to C F and FG.
Hence ‘.DH/  ‘.C F/ [ ‘.FG/ D f1; 2; 3; 6g. Therefore, ‘.DH/ D f3; 6g. Similarly, we
compute ‘.G H/ D f2; 5g.
Symmetrically, d.E; F/ D 2. This gives a vertex J , which is the only common neighbour
of E and F , and the labels ‘.E J / D f1; 6g and ‘.F J / D f4; 5g. (Notice that ‘.C D/[‘.DE/[
‘.DH/ D ‘.AG/ [ ‘.FG/ [ ‘.G H/ D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g. By symmetry, we must also have
‘.AE/ [ ‘.DE/ [ ‘.E J / D ‘.C F/ [ ‘.FG/ [ ‘.F J / D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g.)
Finally, labels show that H1J D f1; 2; 3; 4g; hence d.H; J / D 2. let I be the only common
neighbour of H and J . Similarly, H I is opposite to FG and F J in the 5-cycle FG H I J F ,
and to DE and E J in DE J I H D. Therefore ‘.H I / D f1; 3; 4; 5g \ f1; 2; 4; 6g D f1; 4g and
‘.I J / D f1; 2; 3; 4g n ‘.H I / D f2; 3g. As B1I D ‘.BC/1‘.C D/1‘.DH/1‘.H I / D f5; 6g,
the vertices B and I are adjacent and ‘.B I / D f5; 6g. This results in the subgraph and
labelling shown in Figure 2. Clearly the subgraph induced by fA; B;C; D; E; F;G; H; I; J g
is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. Since it has diameter 2, it is geodetically closed. 2
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LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that d.E;G/ D 2. Then 0 has no triangles, i.e.,  D 0.
PROOF. In view of Lemma 4.2, we can start with the subgraph6 shown in Figure 2. Suppose
that 0 contains triangles. Then any two adjacent vertices of 0 have  > 0 common neighbours.
Consider the edges AG, C D and I J . They are at pairwise distance 2 in 6. If K is a common
neighbour of A and G, then ‘.AK / D f4; xg and ‘.G K / D f6; xg for some x , or vice versa.
(Notice that, as  D 1, K is not adjacent to B and E ; in particular, x 62 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g.) Let
0.X; Y / denote the set of vertices adjacent to both X and Y . Put N .1/AG D fK 2 0.A;G/ j
‘.AK / D f4; xg for some xg and N .2/AG D fK 2 0.A;G/ j ‘.AK / D f6; xg for some xg.
Similarly, we define N .1/C D D fK 2 0.C; D/ j ‘.C K / D f5; xg for some xg, N .2/C D D fK 2
0.C; D/ j ‘.C K / D f1; xg for some xg, N .1/I J D fK 2 0.I; J / j ‘.I K / D f2; xg for some xg
and N .2/I J D fK 2 0.I; J / j ‘.I K / D f6; xg for some xg.
Let us show that the edges between N .1/AG and N
.2/
C D form a matching between these sets. Let
K 2 N .1/AG . Then C1K D ‘.AK /1‘.AB/1‘.BC/ D f1; 2; 3; xg, i.e. d.C; K / D 2. Let L
be the common neighbour of C and K . First, suppose that L is not adjacent to D. Then the
5-cycles ABC DE A and ABC L K A form the configuration as in Figure 1 (indeed, K cannot be
adjacent to E , as  D 1). In particular, we find that ‘.K L/ D f1; 3g. But also ‘.FG/ D f1; 3g.
Hence L is adjacent to F and 0 contains a 4-cycle FG K L F ; a contradiction. Therefore L is
adjacent to D. Since C L is opposite to AB in ABC L K A, we have that L 2 N .2/C D . Clearly, this
argument works the other way around too. Namely, every vertex L 2 N .2/C D has a neighbour K
in N .1/AG . Since  D 1, the correspondence K $ L is one-to-one; i.e. indeed, edges define a
matching between N .1/AG and N
.2/
C D . Clearly, this implies that jN .1/AB j D jN .2/C Dj  1. Otherwise,
we obtain a 4-cycle, since the vertices in N .1/AG are all contained in the clique defined by AG,
and similarly for N .2/C D .
Similarly, we establish that jN .2/AG j D jN .1/I J j and jN .1/C Dj D jN .2/I J j. If we put x D jN .1/AB j,
y D jN .2/AB j and z D jN .1/C Dj, then the relations jN .1/AB j C jN .2/AB j D  D jN .1/C Dj C jN .2/C Dj D
jN .1/I J j C jN .2/I J j give us the equations x C y D , x C z D  and y C z D , which implies
x D y D z D =2. By assumption, at least some of these sets are non-empty; hence =2 D 1
and  D 2.
Now consider what subgraph is induced by these six 1-element sets. Let K 2 N .1/AB , L 2
N .2/C D , M 2 N .1/C D , N 2 N .2/I J , O 2 N .1/I J and P 2 N .2/AG . Then K L M N O P K is a closed 6-path.
Let us compute the labels. In ABC L K A the edge K L is opposite to AB and BC . Since
1 2 ‘.C L/ and 4 2 ‘.AK /, we have that ‘.K L/ D f2; 3g D ‘.I; J / (recall that the edge K L
is ‘between’ the edges AG and C D). Also, ‘.K P/ D ‘.G K /1‘.G P/ D f4; 6g D ‘.AG/. By
symmetry, ‘.O P/ D ‘.C D/ D f1; 5g and ‘.N O/ D ‘.I J / D f2; 3g; also l.M N / D ‘.AG/ D
f4; 6g and ‘.L M/ D ‘.C D/ D f1; 5g.
In particular, these labels imply that d.K ; N / D 3. Observe that the distance between C
and P is also 3 and that there are at least 3 shortest paths (namely, C B AP , C FG P and
C L K P) between C and P . Since 0 is distance-regular, there is a third path K XY N between
K and N (so that L 6D X 6D P and M 6D Y 6D O). If X is not adjacent to L and P , then
‘.K X/ D .K1N /n.‘.K L/[‘.K P// D ‘.L M/. Therefore, 0 contains a 4-cycle K L M X K ; a
contradiction. Hence X is adjacent to L or P (but not to both, since L and P are not adjacent to
each other). Suppose that X is adjacent to L . In the 5-cycle L M NY X L the edge L X is opposite
to M N . As ‘.K L/\‘.M N / D ;, we obtain that ‘.M N /\‘.K X/ D ‘.M N /\.‘.L X/1‘.K L//
has cardinality 2. On the other hand, as we have seen, ‘.M N / D ‘.K P/ D ‘.AG/, therefore X
is adjacent to P . Symmetrically, if we assume that X is adjacent to P , then we prove that X is
adjacent to L , as well. This is the final contradiction, since, as we have mentioned, X cannot
be adjacent to both of L and P . 2
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that d.E;G/ D 2. Then every 2-path in 0 is contained in exactly
two isometric 5-cycles. In particular, every pair of vertices X; Y 2 0 with d.X; Y / D 2
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is contained in a unique Petersen subgraph 6.X; Y / and every 3-path joining X and Y is
contained in 6.X; Y /.
PROOF. By the assumptions of the lemma, since 0 is distance-regular, every 2-path X ZY
is contained in at least two isometric 5-cycles. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2, there is a Petersen
subgraph containing X , Z and Y . Without loss of generality, we may assume that this Petersen
subgraph is the one shown in Figure 2 (we called it 6), and that X D A and Y D C (hence
Z D B). In 6 we have two 5-cycles passing through A and C . Suppose that there exists a third
isometric 5-cycle ABC K L A. By Lemma 4.2, the geodesic closure of fA; B;C; D; E; K ; Lg
is a Petersen subgraph 60. The labelling in Figure 2 has the property that all six symbols
are presented in the neighbourhood of each vertex. As 4 is in the label of BC , which is an
edge of 60, there is a vertex M 2 60, such that M is adjacent to A and 4 2 ‘.A;M/. If
G D M then 6 D 60, because both coincide with the geodetic closure of fA; B;C; D; E;Gg;
a contradiction. Otherwise, G is adjacent to M and 0 contains a triangle; a contradiction with
Lemma 4.3. 2
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that d.E;G/ D 2. Then 0 is isomorphic to the Petersen graph.
PROOF. Once again, we start with the Petersen subgraph 6 labelled as in Figure 2. Suppose
that 0 6D 6. Then, in particular, there is a vertex X 62 fB; E;Gg, that is adjacent to A. By
Lemma 4.4, there exists a Petersen subgraph 60 D 6.B; X/ containing A, B and X .
As well as the edges of 6 being labelled from the set 1 D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, edges of 60
are labelled from a certain set 10 of cardinality 6. We claim that 6 \ 60 D fA; Bg and
1 \10 D f1; 2g. Indeed, both 6 and 60 are geodetically closed. Hence 6 \60 is connected.
On the other hand, every geodetic 2-path is contained in a unique Petersen subgraph by
Lemma 4.4. This proves that 6 \ 60 D fA; Bg. Let Y be the third (other than B and X )
neighbour of A in 60. By Lemma 4.3, the labels ‘.AB/, ‘.AE/, ‘.AG/, ‘.AX/ and ‘.AY /
are pairwise disjoint. Since 1 D ‘.AB/ [ ‘.AE/ [ ‘.AG/ (cf. Figure 2) and, similarly,
10 D ‘.AB/ [ ‘.AX/ [ ‘.AY /, we have that 1 \10 D ‘.AB/ D f1; 2g.
Now we slightly alter the notation. Clearly, we can denote the vertices of60 by A0; B 0; : : : ; J 0
and identify 10 with f10; 20; 30; 40; 50; 60g in such a way that A D A0, B D B 0, 1 D 10, 2 D 20
and, for any two adjacent vertices X 0 and Y 0 of 60, if ‘.X 0Y 0/ D fx 0; y0g then ‘.XY / D fx; yg.
Consider the edge DH of 6 (this edge is one of the edges which are at distance 2 from
AB) and the corresponding edge D0H 0 of 60. Using the labels, we compute that D1D0 D
f3; 4; 5; 30; 40; 50g and D1H 0 D f3; 4; 5; 40; 50; 60g. In particular, d.D; D0/ D d.D; H 0/ D 3.
Choose any two shortest paths DK L D0 and DM N H 0 joining D with D0 and H 0. We are going
to prove that K D M . Suppose the contrary. Then  D DK L D0H 0N M D is a closed 7-path
without returns. If ‘.DK / contains an undashed symbol then, as1 D ‘.C D/[‘.DE/[‘.DH/,
either K is adjacent to or coincides with a neighbour of D in 6. Clearly, both alternatives
bring us to a contradiction. Therefore ‘.DK / contains two dashed symbols. Similarly, ‘.DM/
contains two dashed symbols, while each of ‘.D0L/ and ‘.H 0N / contains two undashed
symbols. Finally, one of the symbols in each of ‘.K L/ and ‘.M N / is dashed, while the other
one is undashed.
Now we have that both ‘.D0L/ and ‘.H 0N / are subsets of f3; 4; 5g. In particular, ‘.D0L/\
‘.H 0N / 6D ;. Since 0 does not contain triangles and non-degenerate 4-cycles we have that
j‘.D0L/ \ ‘.H 0N /j D 1 and d.L ; N / D 2. Let L O N be the 2-path joining L and N . Since
‘.D0L/ 6D ‘.H 0N /, we have that the undashed symbols in ‘.K L/ and ‘.M N / do not coincide.
In particular, ‘.K L/ 6D ‘.M N /. But the edges K L and M N are opposite to each other in the 6-
cycle DK L O N M D. Therefore this cycle is not isometric, i.e. d.D; O/ D 2, or d.K ; N / D 2,
or d.L ;M/ D 2 (distance cannot be 0 or 1, because  D 0 and  D 1, so 0 contains no
3-cycles and no 4-cycles). In either case, by Lemma 4.2, the geodetic closure of this 6-cycle
is a Petersen subgraphs 600. Now Lemma 4.4 implies that the 3-path L D0H 0N is contained
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in 600. As 600 has diameter 2, we obtain that d.D; D0/  2. This contradiction proves that
K D M .
Since the paths DK L D0 and DM N H 0 were chosen arbitrarily, we obtain that every shortest
path from D to D0 or H 0 passes through a certain vertex T .D/ D K D M . Similarly, we
construct vertices T .H/, T .D0/ and T .H 0/. Clearly, all of these four vertices are different.
Moreover, in the above notation T .D0/ D L and T .H 0/ D N , which means that T .D/ is
adjacent to T .D0/ and T .H 0/ and, similarly, T .H/ is adjacent to T .D0/ and T .H 0/. This is a
contradiction, because 0 contains no 3-cycles and no 4-cycles. 2
The conclusion of Lemma 4.5 contradicts our general assumptions on 0; namely, that the
valency of 0 must be at least 4. Therefore, we have obtained the following:
COROLLARY 4.6. If ABC DE A and ABC FG A are two different isometric 5-cycles sharing
a 2-path ABC , then either D is adjacent to F , or E is adjacent to G (but not both at the same
time).
We can now prove that, in fact, no two isometric 5-cycles share a 2-path at all.
LEMMA 4.7. If g D 5, then every geodetic 2-path in 0 is contained in exactly one isometric
5-cycle.
PROOF. Choose a 5-cycle γ D ABC DE A. For an edge XY of γ let O.X; Y / denote the
unique vertex of γ , which is at distance 2 from XY . Let us call the edge XY thick if there
exists a vertex Z 2 0, which is adjacent to both X and Y and such that d.Z ; O.X; Y // D 2.
If such a vertex Z does not exist we call XY thin.
Now suppose that the claim of the lemma does not hold., Consider a pair of opposite edges
on γ , say; let us take AE and C D. By our assumption, there exists a 3-path AG FC which
is different from AE DC . By Corollary 4.6, either G is adjacent to E , or F is adjacent to D.
Hence one of the two edges is thick. Let us prove that the other one is thin. Suppose the
contrary. Then there is a 3-path AG FC , such that G is adjacent to E , and another 3-path
AK HC , such that H is adjacent to D. By Corollary 4.6, E is not adjacent to K . If G is adjacent
to K , then A and G are both adjacent to E and K ; a contradiction with  D 1. Similarly,
we prove that F is not adjacent to H . But this means that the two 5-cycles ABC FG A and
ABC H K A form a configuration as in Figure 1. This contradicts Corollary 4.6.
We proved that in an arbitrary pair of opposite edges one of the edges is thick and the other
one is thin. Therefore every thick edge is opposite in γ to two thin edges, and every thin edge
is opposite to two thick edges. Clearly, this means that the number of thick edges and the
number of thin edges coincide. This is impossible since the total number of edges on γ is 5.
2
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.1 imply the main result of this section.
PROPOSITION 4.8. If g D 2kC1, then every non-degenerate k-path is contained in a unique
isometric g-cycle.
Here is an important corollary of this proposition.
COROLLARY 4.9. Every non-degenerate closed path of length gC1 in 0 is isometric. More-
over, if  D 0 and no isometric .g C 1/-cycle exists, then every non-degenerate closed path of
length g C 2 is isometric.
PROOF. Let γ be a non-degenerate closed .g C 1/-path. Suppose that γ is not isometric.
This means that, for some two vertices A and B on γ , the distance d0.A; B/ is less than
the distance between these two vertices measured along γ . Let γ1 and γ2 be the two parts
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of γ bounded by A and B. (Let us assume that both γi start at A.) Also, let  be a shortest
path from B to A. For i D 1; 2, define i D γi. Then each i is a closed path of length
strictly less than g C 1. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that each i is an isometric g-cycle, as i
contains the non-degenerate subpath γi , the length of which is more than half the length of i .
However, a simple computation shows that  has then to have length k; a contradiction with
Proposition 4.8 forbidding 1 and 2 to share a common k-path.
We go about the second claim in a similar fashion. Assume that  D 0 and that no isometric
(and hence no non-degenerate) .gC 1/-cycle exists. Let γ be a non-degenerate .gC 2/-cycle.
Assume that γ is not isometric, so that there exist A and B on γ such that d0.A; B/ is less
than the distance along γ . Similarly to the first case, introduce the γi ’s,  and the i ’s. Again,
the length of each i is strictly less than g C 2. Moreover, since the length of γ , g C 2, is
odd, one of the i ’s, say, 1 has odd length, while the other one, 2, has even length. Clearly,
the length of 1 is at most g. Since 1 contains γ1, Lemma 2.2 implies that 1 is an isometric
g-cycle. This implies, in turn, that  has length k and that the length of 2 is, in fact, g C 1.
It remains to notice that 2 is non-degenerate. Indeed, as  D 0, if 2 is degenerate, then it
has a return. That return can only be around A, or around B. In either case, after erasing that
return, we obtain a closed path of length g C 1− 2 D g − 1 < g. Moreover, this closed path
contains γ2 minus one edge, which is a non-degenerate path of length k C 1 > 12 .g− 1/. This
gives a contradiction with Lemma 2.2. 2
5. ODD GEOMETRIC GIRTH, II
The case of odd geometric girth g  7 will be ruled out in this section as shown in
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6, leaving the case g D 5 for the final section.
LEMMA 5.1. We have  D 0; that is, 0 contains on 3-cycles.
PROOF. Suppose that  > 0. Pick a non-degenerate k-path A0 A1 : : : Ak . Since  > 0, there
exists a vertex A0k adjacent to Ak−1 and Ak . Since  D 1, one easily sees that A0k is not adjacent
to Ak−2; hence the path A0 A1 : : : Ak−1 A0k is non-degenerate. By Proposition 4.8, there exist
unique isometric g-cycles γ D A0 : : : Ak−1 Ak AkC1 : : : A0 and γ 0 D A0 : : : Ak−1 A0k A0kC1 : : : A0.
The edges A0 A1 and A0k A
0
kC1 are opposite in γ
0
. This means that ‘.A0 A1/ and ‘.A0k A
0
kC1/
share an element i 2 . On the other hand, in γ , the edge A0 A1 is opposite to Ak AkC1 and
AkC1 AkC2. Therefore, i 2 ‘.Ak AkC1/ [ ‘.AkC1 AkC2/. Taking into account that Ak and A0k
are adjacent, we conclude that d.A0kC1 AkC2/  3.
Let  be the closed path formed by the 4-path  D AkC2 AkC1 Ak A0k A0kC1 followed by a
shortest path from A0kC1 to AkC2. We claim that  is non-degenerate. By Lemma 2.2 this
would imply that  is an isometric 7-cycle (hence g D 7).
First, AkC2 AkC1 Ak is part of an isometric cycle γ ; hence there is no degeneration around
AkC1. For the same reason, AkC1 is not adjacent to Ak−1. Therefore, AkC1 is not equal to
A0k . Also, AkC1 is not adjacent to A0k since  D 1. Symmetrically, we have that Ak 6D A0kC1
and these two vertices are non-adjacent. Hence  is indeed non-degenerate and  is isometric.
By symmetry, there exists an isometric 7-cycle 0 extending the 4-path AkC1 Ak A0k A
0
kC1 A
0
kC2
(where we could already use 3 in place of k). However, as  and 0 have AkC1 Ak A0k A0kC1 D
A4 A3 A03 A
0
4 in their intersection, Lemma 4.8 implies that  D 0. This means that A5 is on the
shortest path between A4 and A05; i.e. d.A5; A
0
5/ D 2.
Let B be the common neighbour of A5 and A05 and consider the closed 6-path  D
A0 A6 A5 B A05 A
0
6 A0. Consider the 4-path A5 A6 A0 A
0
6 A
0
5. If this path is non-degenerate then,
by Lemma 2.2,  is isometric, contradicting g D 7. On the other hand, A0 A6 A5 and A0 A06 A05
are parts of isometric cycles; therefore degeneration can only be around A0. If A6 D A06,
then γ and γ 0 share the 3-path A6 A0 A1 A2, contrary to Proposition 4.8. Hence A6 and A06
must be adjacent. We have A5 6D A06, since A5 is not adjacent to A0. Also, if A5 is adjacent
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to A06 then a contradiction with  D 1 arises. Similarly, we establish that A6 and A05 are dis-
tinct and non-adjacent. Hence the 3-path A5 A6 A06 A05 is non-degenerate and the closed 5-path
B A5 A6 A06 A
0
5 B is isometric by Lemma 2.2; a contradiction with g D 7. 2
In the absence of 3-cycles any degenerate path must have a return. This significantly sim-
plifies our further consideration. In particular, the following holds.
COROLLARY 5.2. If two different edges are at distance at most k − 2 from each other, then
the labels of these edges are disjoint.
PROOF. Two distinct edges at distance  k − 2 are on a non-degenerate path of length  k,
which must be isometric by our observation in Section 2. 2
LEMMA 5.3. g D 7.
PROOF. We shall exploit the assumption that the valency of 0 is at least 4. Because of
this assumption, we can choose three non-degenerate k-paths A0 : : : Ak−1 Ak , A0 : : : Ak−1 A0k
and A0 : : : Ak−1 A00k with distinct Ak , A
0
k and A
00
k , and, by Proposition 4.8, extend them to
three isometric g-cycles γ D A0 : : : Ak−1 Ak : : : A2k A0, γ 0 D A0 : : : Ak−1 A0k : : : A02k A0 and
γ 00 D A0 : : : Ak−1 A00k : : : A002k A0. Let ‘.A0 A1/ D fi; jg. The edge A0 A1 is opposite to Ak AkC1,
A0k A
0
kC1 and A
00
k A
00
kC1 in the respective cycles γ , γ
0 and γ 00. Therefore, each of the labels
‘.Ak AkC1/, ‘.A0k A
0
kC1/ and ‘.A
00
k A
00
kC1/ contains either i , or j . Clearly, two of the labels
should contain the same element from ‘.A0 A1/. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that ‘.Ak AkC1/ and ‘.A0k A
0
kC1/ both contain i . Now, this implies that d.AkC1; A
0
kC1/  3.
Consider the closed path obtained as the 4-path  D AkC1 Ak Ak−1 A0k A0kC1 followed by a
shortest path from A0kC1 to AkC1. The length of this closed path is at most 7. By construction,
 has no returns; hence it is non-degenerate. Now Lemma 2.2 implies that g  7. 2
LEMMA 5.4. 0 contains no non-degenerate closed 8-paths.
PROOF. Suppose that γ D A0 A1 : : : A7 A0 is a non-degenerate closed 8-path. By Corol-
lary 4.9, we have that γ is isometric. Let  be the isometric 7-cycle extending A0 A1 A2 A3.
Say,  D A0 A1 A2 A3 A04 A05 A06 A0. In γ we observe that ‘.A0 A1/ D ‘.A4 A5/, since these two
edges are opposite to each other. In , A0 A1 is opposite to A3 A04. The outcome is that the
labels ‘.A4 A5/ and ‘.A3 A04/ have a non-trivial intersection. The distance between these latter
two edges is no greater than 1. By Corollary 5.2, the two edges must coincide, which is clearly
impossible. 2
LEMMA 5.5. 0 contains no non-degenerate closed 9-paths
PROOF. Suppose that γ D A0 : : : A8 A0 is such a path. By the second claim of Corol-
lary 4.9, γ has to be isometric. By Proposition 4.8, we can consider isometric 7-cycles
1 D A0 A1 A2 A3 B X AA0, 0 D A0 A8 A7 A6C X 0A0A0 and 00 D A3 A4 A5 A6C 0X 00B 0A3 extend-
ing A0 A1 A2 A3, A0 A8 A7 A6 and A3 A4 A5 A6, respectively. We claim that, in fact, A D A0,
B D B 0, C D C 0 and X D X 0 D X 00. To see this, let us compute the labels. Since γ is
isometric, without loss of generality we may assume that ‘.A0 A1/ D f1; 2g, ‘.A1 A2/ D f3; 4g,
‘.A2 A3/ D f5; 6g, ‘.A3 A4/ D f7; 8g, ‘.A4 A5/ D f9; 1g, ‘.A5 A6/ D f2; 3g, ‘.A6 A7/ D f4; 5g,
‘.A7 A8/ D f6; 7g and ‘.A8 A0/ D f8; 9g. The edge A0 A is opposite to A2 A3 in . Therefore,
either 5 or 6 is in ‘.A0 A/. However, 6 2 ‘.A7 A8/ and A7 A8 is at distance 1 from A0 A. By
Corollary 5.2, 6 62 ‘.A0 A/. Hence 5 2 ‘.A0 A/.
Symmetrically, we consider A0 A0 and A6 A7 and establish that also 5 2 ‘.A0 A0/. By
Corollary 5.2, A0 A D A0 A0, i.e. A D A0. Similarly, B D B 0 and C D C 0. This gives us a
closed 6-path AX B X 00C X 0A. This path cannot be non-degenerate, and hence it has a return.
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As AX B, B X 00C and C X 0A are parts of isometric cycles, a return has to be at A, B or C .
However, if, say X D X 0, then also X D X 00 since  D 1. Therefore, X D X 0 D X 00.
We established that there is a vertex X that is at distance 2 from the three vertices A0, A3
and A6. Let us complete the picture by finding the remaining labels. We have already shown
that 5 2 ‘.A0 A/ and, consequently, 6 2 ‘.AX/. Symmetrically, 2 2 ‘.A3 B/ and 1 2 ‘.B X/.
From the cycle 0 we similarly find 4 2 ‘.AX/, 8 2 ‘.A6C/ and 9 2 ‘.C X/. From 00 we
obtain 3 2 ‘.B X/ and 7 2 ‘.C X/. Thus, ‘.AX/ D f4; 6g, ‘.B X/ D f1; 3g and ‘.C X/ D f7; 9g.
The edges A0 A and A3 B, and A0 A and A6C are opposite in  and 0, respectively. Therefore,
‘.A0 A/ D f5; ag, ‘.A3 B/ D f2; ag and ‘.A6C/ D f8; ag for some symbol a 2 . From  we
see that a 62 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, from 0—that a 62 f4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g. Therefore, a is a new symbol.
Let us now rotate our picture (the cycle γ ) by one edge. There should exist a vertex Y at
distance 2 from A1, A4 and A7. Let E be the common neighbour of Y and A1, F the neighbour
of Y and A4, G the neighbour of Y and A7. The labels should be as follows: ‘.EY / D f6; 8g,
‘.FY / D f3; 5g, ‘.GY / D f2; 9g, ‘.A1 E/ D f7; bg, ‘.A4 F/ D f4; bg and ‘.A7G/ D f1; bg for
yet another new symbol b 2  (clearly, b 6D a, as, say, A0 A and A1 E are at distance one
from each other).
Taking the symmetric difference of the labels along any path joining X and Y , we compute
X1Y D f1; 2; 4; 5; 7; 8; a; bg. Consider a shortest path joining X and Y . Namely, let H be
the vertex on that path, next to X . What can ‘.X H/ be? On one hand, ‘.X H/  X1Y . On
the other hand, X H is adjacent to AX , B X and C X , and not equal to any one of those edges
as 6, 3 and 9 are not in X1Y . This shows that 4, 1 and 7 are not in ‘.X H/. Also, X H is at
distance 1 from A0 A, A3 B and A6C . This excludes a, 5, 2 and 8. There only remains one
symbol b in X1Y that can still be in ‘.X H/. As j‘.X H/j D 2, we have achieved our final
contradiction. 2
LEMMA 5.6. g 6D 7.
PROOF. Consider two isometric 7-cycles γ1 D ABC DE FG A and γ2 D ABC H K L M A
sharing ABC . This configuration exists by Proposition 4.8. The same Proposition 4.8 gives
D 6D H and G 6D M . We want to prove that d.F; L/  3.
Suppose this is wrong, i.e. d.F; L/ D 4. Notice that then also d.G; K / D 4. Indeed,
d.G; L/ D 3 and d.A; K / D 3, so it suffices to see that ‘.G A/ and ‘.L K / are disjoint. The
latter is true, since ‘.G A/ is disjoint from ‘.AB/ [ ‘.BC/ by, say, Corollary 5.2, whereas
‘.L K /  ‘.AB/ [ ‘.BC/ as L K is opposite to AB and BC in γ2. Thus, d.G; K / D 4.
Let ‘.BC/ D fi; jg. In γ1, BC is opposite to FG, so, say, i 2 ‘.FG/. In γ2, BC is opposite
to M L and L K . Hence i 2 ‘.M L/[ ‘.L K /. Considering the 5-path  D FG AM L K , we see
that i repeats along this path. This proves that d.F; K /  4. Let  be a shortest path from K
to F . The closed path  has length at most 9. It cannot be an isometric 7-cycle, because
 and γ2 share the 3-path AMC K , contrary to Proposition 4.8. The only other option, by
Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, is that  has a return. By construction, we can only have a return
around F , or around K . If we have a return around F then d.G; K /  3, a contradiction.
Similarly, a return around K forces d.F; L/  3; again a contradiction.
Thus, we have shown that d.F; L/  3. Since FG AM L is a non-degenerate 4-path.
Lemma 2.2 yields d.F; L/ D 3. By symmetry, we must also have d.E; K / D 3. Let 1
be a shortest path from F to L , and 2 a shortest path from K to E . Then 1, L K , 2 and
E F form a closed 8-path. By Lemma 5.4, this path must have a return. Clearly, a return
can only be around E , K , L or F . Depending on where the return occurs, we have either
d.F; K / D 2 or d.E; L/ D 2. Consider the first possibility, d.F; K / D 2. Since FG AM L K is
non-degenerate, Lemma 2.2 forces that FG AM L K N F is an isometric 7-cycle, where N is the
common neighbour of F and K . However, this leads to a contradiction with Proposition 4.8,
as FG AM L K N F and γ2 share AM L K . So, d.F; K / D 2 cannot hold. By symmetry,
d.E; L/  2 is impossible too. 2
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By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6, the assumption g  7 leads to a contradiction in all cases.
6. ODD GEOMETRIC GIRTH, III
In this section we complete the proof of Proposition 2 by eliminating the case g D 5. So,
throughout this section we assume g D 5. Unlike the two preceding sections, if g D 5, we
cannot immediately get rid of 3-cycles. Because of this, the strategy of the proof changes.
Notice, first of all, that the diameter d of 0 is at least 3.
LEMMA 6.1. d  3.
PROOF. Suppose that d D 2. Pick a geodetic path ABC . Since d D 2, k D a2 C c2. We
know c2 D  D 1. There are exactly  vertices adjacent to both C and B. If D is adjacent
to C , but not to B then the 3-path ABC D is non-degenerate and it is a part of a closed 5-cycle.
By Lemmas 2.2 and 4.7, such a vertex D is unique. Therefore, a2 D  C 1 and k D  C 2.
On the other hand,  D 1 implies that k is a multiple of C 1 (each clique on a vertex takes
valency C 1). This implies  D 0 and k D 2; a contradiction. 2
Because of Lemma 6.1, the parameter c3 is defined. We shall distinguish two cases: c3 D 1
and c3  2.
LEMMA 6.2. If c3 D 1 then 0 contains no 3-cycles and no non-degenerate closed 6-paths.
Moreover, every non-degenerate closed 7-path in 0 is isometric.
PROOF. Suppose that  6D 0. Consider a 5-cycle γ D ABC DE A. As  6D 0, there exists
a vertex X which is adjacent to C and D. By assumption, c3 D 1 and, hence, d.A; X/ 6D 3.
The case d.A; X/ D 1 is impossible because of  D 1. Hence d.A; X/ D 2. Since B is not
adjacent to D,  D 1 implies d.X; B/ D 2. Consider a shortest path AF X . Since X is not
adjacent to B, we have that B 6D F and ABC X F A is an isometric 5-cycle by Lemma 2.2. It
shares with γ the 2-path ABC . This contradicts Lemma 4.7. Therefore,  D 0 and 0 does
not contain 3-cycles.
Suppose that ABC DE F A is a non-degenerate closed 6-path. Then it is isometric, by
Corollary 4.9. We have d.A; D/ D 3 and there are two different shortest paths joining A and D;
a contradiction with c3 D 1. The last claim of the lemma also follows from Corollary 4.9. 2
LEMMA 6.3. c3 > 1.
PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary, that c3 D 1. Then  D 0 and every path without returns
is non-degenerate. As there exists no non-degenerate closed path of even length  6, no two
different isometric 7-cycles share a 4-path. Let us check that 0 contains two isometric 7-cycles,
sharing a 3-path. Pick an edge AB. Since the valency of 0 is at least 4, we can choose three
isometric 5-cycles, ABC DE A, AB FG H A and ABK L M A, on AB. By Lemmas 4.7 and 6.2,
no two of C , F and K coincide and no two are adjacent. Similarly, no two of E , H and M
coincide and no two are adjacent. Let ‘.AB/ D fi; jg. Since AB is opposite to C D, FG and
K L in the respective cycles, we obtain that each of the labels ‘.C; D/, ‘.F;G/ and ‘.K ; L/
contains i or j . Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that, say, i is contained in
‘.C; D/ and ‘.F;G/. Then jD1Gj  6 and hence d.D;G/  3. We cannot have D D G
because of  D 1. If d.D;G/ D 1 then ABC DG H A is a closed 6-path. This 6-path has to
have a return, by Lemma 6.2. Such a return can only be around D or G. Consequently, either
C D G or D D H . In both cases the equality leads to a 3-cycle, contrary to Lemma 6.2. If
d.D;G/ D 2 and N is the common neighbour of D and G, then AE DN G H A is a closed
6-path. Again, a return in this path is only possible around D, or around G. Hence E D N is
adjacent to G, or H D N is adjacent to D. Both options lead to a contradiction with  D 1.
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Therefore, d.D;G/ D 3. Let DN OG be a shortest path from D to G. If N D E , then
the 5-cycles AH G O N A and AH G F B A share a 2-path; a contradiction to Proposition 4.7.
Hence N 6D E . Similarly, we establish that N 6D C and F 6D O 6D H . Now AE DN OG H A
and BC DN OG F B are two non-degenerate, hence, by Lemma 6.2, isometric 7-cycles sharing
a 3-path, as required. In terms of the parameters of 0 this is equivalent to the inequality
a3  a2C2; in particular, every geodetic 3-path is contained in at least two different isometric
7-cycles.
Now consider any two isometric 7-cycles sharing a 3-path, say γ1 D ABC DE FG A and
γ2 D ABC DH K L A. Since the cycles are isometric, ‘.A; B/  ‘.D; E/ [ ‘.E; F/ and,
similarly, ‘.A; B/  ‘.D; H/[‘.H; K /. As F1K D ‘.E; F/1‘.D; E/1‘.D; H/1‘.H; K /,
we obtain that jF1K j  4, i.e. d.F; K /  2. If d.F; K / D 2 and F M K is a geodetic
path, then AL K M FG A is a closed 6-path; a contradiction as above. We have proved that
d.F; K / D 1.
Now AG F E is a geodetic 3-path and hence, apart from γ1, there exists one more 7-cycle
containing AG F E . Let it be γ3 D AG F E M N O A. Similarly, we construct a 7-cycle γ4 D
AL K H P Q R A, sharing with γ2 the 3-path AL K H . Considering γ1 and γ3, we obtain as above
that C is adjacent to N . Similarly, considering γ2 and γ4, we establish that C is adjacent to Q.
Now, the 5-cycles ABC N O A and ABC Q R A share ABC . By Proposition 4.7, these 5-cycles
must coincide, i.e. N D Q and O D R. If M D P , then DE M H D is a 4-cycle (D 6D M
and E 6D H because no two 7-cycles share a 4-path); this contradicts  D 1. If M 6D P ,
then DE M N P H D is a non-degenerate closed 6-path. So, both alternatives bring us to a
contradiction. 2
Now let us consider the second alternative:  D c3  2. We have that any two vertices at
distance 3 from each other are connected by exactly  shortest paths.
LEMMA 6.4. For vertices A and B, suppose that d.A; B/ D 3, and suppose that AC DB
and AE F B are two different 3-paths from A to B. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(1) AC DB F E A is an isometric 6-cycle;
(2) C is adjacent to E and C E F B DC is an isometric 5-cycle;
(3) D is adjacent to F and AC DF E A is an isometric 5-cycle.
PROOF. Suppose that γ D AC DB F E A is not isometric. Then it must be degenerate by
Corollary 4.9. Since AC DB and AE F B are geodetic, either C D E , or C is adjacent to E ,
or D D F , or D is adjacent to F . The cases C D E and D D F both contradict  D 1.
Therefore, C is adjacent to E , or D is adjacent to F . We cannot have both simultaneously,
since in that case the closed 4-path C DF EC would mean, due to the condition  D 1, that D
is also adjacent to E and C is adjacent to F . This again leads to a contradiction with  D 1
for, say, A and D. 2
In the next lemma, we exclude one of the above three possibilities.
LEMMA 6.5. 0 contains no isometric 6-cycles.
PROOF. Suppose that ABC DE F A is an isometric 6-cycle. Then, by Lemma 2.1(2e), with-
out loss of generality we may assume that ‘.AB/ D ‘.DE/ D f1; 2g, ‘.BC/ D ‘.E F/ D
f3; 4g and ‘.C D/ D ‘.F A/ D f5; 6g. Split the 6-cycle into three 2-paths ABC , C DE and
E F A, and consider the unique isometric 5-cycles γ1 D ABCG H A, γ2 D C DE K G 0C and
γ3 D E F AH 0K 0E extending the corresponding 2-paths. We claim that G D G 0, H D H 0
and K D K 0. By symmetry, it suffices to prove only one of these equalities. Let us prove
H D H 0. Notice that in γ1 the edge AH is opposite to BC . Therefore, ‘.AH/ contains 3
or 4. As ‘.F E/ D f3; 4g, we have that H1E D ‘.AH/1‘.AF/1‘.F E/ has size at most 4,
which means d.H; E/  2. Clearly, H 6D E since d.A; E/ D 2. Also, H is not adjacent to E ,
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since that would contradict  D 1 for A and E . (We have H 6D F , since d.C; F/ D 3.) Thus,
d.H; E/ D 2. Let L be adjacent to H and E . As d.H; F/ D d.A; E/ D 2 (H AF and AF E
are parts of isometric cycles; hence they are geodetic), the closed 5-path AF E L H A contains
a non-degenerate 3-path H AF E . Lemma 2.2 implies that AF E L H A is isometric. However,
this 5-cycle contains AF E , as does another isometric 5-cycle γ3. By Lemma 4.7, the 5-cycles
coincide, which implies that H D H 0.
As we have already indicated, by symmetry, we also have G D G 0 and K D K 0, so that the
vertices G, H and K form, in fact, a 3-clique.
We can also split the initial 6-path ABC DE F A into three 2-paths differently: BC D, DE F
and F AB. The above argument then gives us three vertices L , M and N forming a 3-
clique, such that L is adjacent to B, M is adjacent to D and N is adjacent to F . The
picture also involves three new isometric 5-cycles: 1 D BC DM L B, 2 D DE F N M D and
3 D F ABL N F .
We now head for the final contradiction. What is the distance between H and N? Notice
that the 3-path H AF N is non-degenerate, as both H AF and AF N are parts of isometric
cycles. Therefore, if d.H; N /  2, then Lemma 2.2 implies that d.H; N / D 2 and, moreover,
there is an isometric 5-cycle extending H AF N . That cycle would share a 2-path with both γ3
and 3. By Lemma 4.7, all three 5-cycles must coincide, which is clearly impossible, as, say,
H 6D B. Hence d.H; F/ D 3.
Recall now that we are considering the case c3  2. Let H O P N be a second (different from
H AF N ) 3-path joining H with N . Then Lemma 6.4 describes the possibilities we have. One
possibility is that A is adjacent to O and  D AO P N F A is an isometric 5-cycle. However,
this cycle shares AF N with 3. By Lemma 4.7, we must have  D 3, which gives us O D B.
This is a contradiction since, on one hand, H is adjacent to O , while on the other hand,
d.H; B/ D 2 as both H and B are on the isometric cycle γ1. Thus, A cannot be adjacent
to O . Symmetrically, we rule out the possibility of F being adjacent to P . Therefore, we
must conclude that the closed 6-path  D H AF N P O H is, in fact, isometric.
In particular, ‘.AH/ D ‘.P N / as these two edges are opposite to each other in . Notice
that AH is opposite to F E in γ3. Hence ‘.P N / contains 3 or 4. Considering the path
P N F E , we see that 3 or 4 repeats along this path, hence d.P; E/  2. The 3-path P N F E
is non-degenerate; hence there is an isometric 5-cycle extending it. The latter cycle shares
N F E with 2. By Lemma 4.7 the two cycles must coincide; that is, P D M and O D D.
Consequently, H is adjacent to D and d.A; D/ is at most 2. This is the final contradiction,
since the initial 6-cycle ABC DE F A was assumed to be isometric, i.e. d.A; D/ should be 3.
2
We worked hard to prove Lemma 6.4, so we are entitled to a prize: we are nearing the
decisive contradiction proving the main result of the paper. We split the rest of the proof into
three short steps.
LEMMA 6.6. c3 D 2.
PROOF. Pick A and B with d.A; B/ D 3 and suppose that there exist three 3-paths AC DB,
AE F B and AG H B, joining A and B. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, either C is adjacent to E ,
or D is adjacent to F . Without loss of generality, assume the former. For the paths AC DB
and AG H B we have the similar options: either C is adjacent to G, or D is adjacent to H .
However, if C is adjacent to G, two isometric 5-cycles C E F B DC and CG H B DC share
the 2-path C DB, a contradiction with Lemma 4.7. Thus, necessarily, D is adjacent to H .
However, for the third pair of paths, AE F B and AG H B both possibilities, E adjacent to G
and F adjacent to H , lead to a pair of 5-cycles sharing a 2-path; a contradiction. 2
LEMMA 6.7. Every vertex of 0 is contained in exactly two maximal cliques.
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PROOF. Clearly, we have at least two cliques on a vertex, since 0 is not complete. So it
suffices to prove that a vertex cannot be contained in three different maximal cliques.
Consider a geodetic path ABC . Let 61 be the maximal clique containing AB (recall that
every edge is contained in a unique maximal clique, as follows from  D 1), and 62 the
maximal clique containing BC . Also let γ D ABC DE A be the isometric 5-cycle containing
ABC , and let 63 be the maximal clique containing C D. Suppose that the claim of the lemma
is wrong, so that there is a third maximal clique 6 (other than 62 and 63) containing C .
Then 6 contains C and  C 1 vertices X adjacent to C . Notice first that d.A; X/ D 3 for
every such X . Indeed, the path ABC X is non-degenerate by construction. Therefore, if
d.A; X/  2, Lemma 2.2 implies that there exists an isometric 5-cycle containing ABC X .
However, by Lemma 4.7 this new cycle cannot differ from γ , as both contain ABC . As
X 6D D, we have a contradiction, proving that d.A; X/ D 3.
Since c3 D 2, there is a second path AY Z X joining A with X . We claim that necessarily Y is
adjacent to B, i.e. Y is contained in 61. Indeed, if Y is not adjacent to B then, by Lemmas 6.4
and 6.5, Z is adjacent to C and ABC ZY A is an isometric 5-cycle. Again by Lemma 4.7,
this latter 5-cycle must coincide with γ ; hence Z D D. However, in that case, X would be
contained in 63, which is not the case. So, indeed, Y 2 61 is adjacent to B.
We have C1 choices for X and only  D j61nfA; Bgj choices for Y . This means that there
exist two vertices X1 and X2 in 6 n fCg at distance 2 from the same vertex Y 2 61 n fA; Bg.
Let Z1 be the common neighbour of Y and X1, while Z2 is the common neighbour of Y
and X2. By Lemma 6.4, Y BC X1 Z1Y and Y BC X2 Z2Y are both isometric. As they share
Y BC , Lemma 4.7 forces the equality of the two cycles, and hence X1 D X2; a contradiction.
2
LEMMA 6.8. We have  D 0. In particular, 0 has valency 2.
PROOF. If  6D 0, we can choose geodetic paths ABC and AB D with C and D adjacent.
Extend the two 2-path to isometric 5-cycles ABC E F A and AB DG H A. Since F , H and B
are all in the neighbourhood of A and since F and H are not adjacent to B, Lemma 6.7 implies
that F is adjacent to H (clearly, F 6D H by Lemma 4.7). Now observe that F AB D, F EC D
and F H G D are three different 3-paths joining F and D. By Lemma 6.6, d.F; D/ < 3.
Clearly, all the three 3-paths are non-degenerate; hence Lemma 2.2 implies that d.F; D/ D 2
and that there exist three different isometric 5-cycles all sharing the same 2-path, the shortest
path between F and D. This is a contradiction with Lemma 4.7. 2
One of our initial assumptions on 0 was that its valency was at least 3. Therefore, Lemma 6.8
completes the consideration of the case g D 5 and the proof of Proposition 2 and Theorem 1.
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